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Tage Pivot Card die set (973)

Graphic 45 “Artisan Style” Paper:
Decorative Flourish
Creative Impressions Cream Crepe Ribbon
& black twine

ELIZABETH CRAFT DESIGNS

Supplies

Video Tutorial

POP IT UPS™

Ei�el Tower Pop Stand die set (978)
Paris Edges die set (979)
Rectangle Accordion die set (972)

Silver Metallic Shimmer Sheetz (SS0211)

6x6 Sheets Double-Sided Adhesive (503)
Black/Silver Glitter Borders (7010)

Metal Adaptor Plate (803)

OTHER
American Cra�s Bazzill Cardstocks:
Licorice, Lakeshore, Sugar Cream

Staz-on black ink, paper towel
Coordinating ink for edges of tag (optional)

TOOLS & OTHER ADHESIVES
Die cutting machine with embossing sandwich
Paper Trimmer
Removable Tape
Blending Tool 
Scissors

elizabethcra�designs.com

atch Karen Burniston assemble the Ei�el 
Tower die by watching this video:

Instructions
Cut a black card measuring 4.25” wide 
x 11” tall and score in the center for 

folding. Line up the Eiffel Tower Pop Stand 
die over the fold, centered, and die cut. 

Also die cut an Eiffel Tower from black 
cardstock. For the second tower, cover 

a piece of Silver Shimmer Sheetz large 
enough for the tower with Double-Sided 
Adhesive and attach it to black cardstock. 
Die cut into the silver side of the piece 
using the metal adaptor plate. Before 
removing the die, run back through the 
machine with an embossing sandwich to 
add the gridworks onto the tower. Rub 
Staz-on ink over the silver tower and 
immediately wipe off with a paper towel. 
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Using the die from the Rectangle 
Accordion set, die cut a heart set from 

patterned paper. Trimmer cut these 
patterned paper pieces: two @ 2” x 4”,  one 
@ 3” x 4”. From Cream cardstock with 
Double-Sided Adhesive on the back, die 
cut the “hello” die from the Rectangle 
Accordion and the small tag from the Tags 
Pivot Card. Ink the edges of the tag, if 
desired, and tie a black twine bow through 
the hole, decoratively.

From Teal cardstock, die cut a Paris 
Edges doily and a Paris Edges tower 

piece. Trimmer cut two strips at 0.5” x 4.25”. 
Add the patterned paper, doily edge and 
thin cardstock strips inside the card as 
shown in the photo. Line the seams with 
glitter borders.

Use the other 2” patterned paper strip 
along with the tower edge on the front 

of the card and line the seam with a glitter 
border.
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Add pieces of tape to the four tabs in 
the card, peel up the liner to make 

them sticky, attach the black tower to the 
back tabs and the silver tower to the 
front tabs. Add tape to the top 
portion of the towers and 
attach them to each other, 
completing the pop-up.
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Embellish the card’s interior with the 
heart frame on the tower, the solid 

heart at the base of the card, the cream tag 
and the “hello” greeting.  Weave cream 
crepe ribbon through the tab holes (not 
through both sets - only through the set 
that corresponds with the front of the card) 
and tie in a bow. Mail in an A2 envelope.
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https://youtu.be/4-mechjCmdA


